Mary Robertson Begay

I have been weaving since I was a child. I sell most of my weavings at the Adopt Native Elder Program. It has helped me so much when I have needed it. I prefer weaving Yei, Pictorial & my own designs in earth tone colors (brown, white, black). I also weavers.

My mother was a weaver. She wove rugs, saddle blankets and rug dresses (biil). She also made sash belts and tassels. I am a Master Weaver and I use many color combinations in the complicated Teec Nos Pos in the Navajo language. The Teec and Storm are intricate and exacting weaving styles. Teec Nos Pos in the Navajo language translates roughly as "Great Water." I started weaving for my family, but now I weave for myself and my family.

Ruth Benally

I brought in income for my family by weaving rugs. My favorite style to weave was the twill. I am in my 90s now. There is much I can't do that I used to in the early years. I miss all the planting and taking care of the land through my weaving. Now, I only sell my rugs through the Adopt Native Elder Program. Now, I only sell my rugs through the Adopt Native Elder Program.

I was born in 1947. I started weaving at the age of seven so I have been weaving for 80 years. I am really helps me so much in many ways. Thank you all. Selling my rugs at the Rug Show has changed my life. It gives value to our weaving. Weavers who have been an important part of our lives through Adopt Native Elder Program.

Ella Benally

I have been weaving since I was a child. I sell most of my weavings at the Adopt Native Elder Program. It has helped me so much when I have needed it. I prefer weaving Yei, Pictorial & my own designs in earth tone colors (brown, white, black). I also weavers.

My mother was a weaver. She wove rugs, saddle blankets and rug dresses (biil). She also made sash belts and tassels. I am a Master Weaver and I use many color combinations in the complicated Teec Nos Pos in the Navajo language. The Teec and Storm are intricate and exacting weaving styles. Teec Nos Pos in the Navajo language translates roughly as "Great Water." I started weaving for my family, but now I weave for myself and my family.

Ruth Benally

I brought in income for my family by weaving rugs. My favorite style to weave was the twill. I am in my 90s now. There is much I can't do that I used to in the early years. I miss all the planting and taking care of the land through my weaving. Now, I only sell my rugs through the Adopt Native Elder Program. Now, I only sell my rugs through the Adopt Native Elder Program.

I was born in 1947. I started weaving at the age of seven so I have been weaving for 80 years. I am really helps me so much in many ways. Thank you all. Selling my rugs at the Rug Show has changed my life. It gives value to our weaving. Weavers who have been an important part of our lives through Adopt Native Elder Program.

Elvira Horseherder

I have been weaving since I was a child. I sell most of my weavings at the Adopt Native Elder Program. It has helped me so much when I have needed it. I prefer weaving Yei, Pictorial & my own designs in earth tone colors (brown, white, black). I also weavers.

My mother was a weaver. She wove rugs, saddle blankets and rug dresses (biil). She also made sash belts and tassels. I am a Master Weaver and I use many color combinations in the complicated Teec Nos Pos in the Navajo language. The Teec and Storm are intricate and exacting weaving styles. Teec Nos Pos in the Navajo language translates roughly as "Great Water." I started weaving for my family, but now I weave for myself and my family.

Ruth Benally

I brought in income for my family by weaving rugs. My favorite style to weave was the twill. I am in my 90s now. There is much I can't do that I used to in the early years. I miss all the planting and taking care of the land through my weaving. Now, I only sell my rugs through the Adopt Native Elder Program. Now, I only sell my rugs through the Adopt Native Elder Program.

I was born in 1947. I started weaving at the age of seven so I have been weaving for 80 years. I am really helps me so much in many ways. Thank you all. Selling my rugs at the Rug Show has changed my life. It gives value to our weaving. Weavers who have been an important part of our lives through Adopt Native Elder Program.

Elvira Horseherder

I have been weaving since I was a child. I sell most of my weavings at the Adopt Native Elder Program. It has helped me so much when I have needed it. I prefer weaving Yei, Pictorial & my own designs in earth tone colors (brown, white, black). I also weavers.

My mother was a weaver. She wove rugs, saddle blankets and rug dresses (biil). She also made sash belts and tassels. I am a Master Weaver and I use many color combinations in the complicated Teec Nos Pos in the Navajo language. The Teec and Storm are intricate and exacting weaving styles. Teec Nos Pos in the Navajo language translates roughly as "Great Water." I started weaving for my family, but now I weave for myself and my family.

Ruth Benally

I brought in income for my family by weaving rugs. My favorite style to weave was the twill. I am in my 90s now. There is much I can't do that I used to in the early years. I miss all the planting and taking care of the land through my weaving. Now, I only sell my rugs through the Adopt Native Elder Program. Now, I only sell my rugs through the Adopt Native Elder Program.

I was born in 1947. I started weaving at the age of seven so I have been weaving for 80 years. I am really helps me so much in many ways. Thank you all. Selling my rugs at the Rug Show has changed my life. It gives value to our weaving. Weavers who have been an important part of our lives through Adopt Native Elder Program.

Elvira Horseherder

I have been weaving since I was a child. I sell most of my weavings at the Adopt Native Elder Program. It has helped me so much when I have needed it. I prefer weaving Yei, Pictorial & my own designs in earth tone colors (brown, white, black). I also weavers.

My mother was a weaver. She wove rugs, saddle blankets and rug dresses (biil). She also made sash belts and tassels. I am a Master Weaver and I use many color combinations in the complicated Teec Nos Pos in the Navajo language. The Teec and Storm are intricate and exacting weaving styles. Teec Nos Pos in the Navajo language translates roughly as "Great Water." I started weaving for my family, but now I weave for myself and my family.

Ruth Benally

I brought in income for my family by weaving rugs. My favorite style to weave was the twill. I am in my 90s now. There is much I can't do that I used to in the early years. I miss all the planting and taking care of the land through my weaving. Now, I only sell my rugs through the Adopt Native Elder Program. Now, I only sell my rugs through the Adopt Native Elder Program.

I was born in 1947. I started weaving at the age of seven so I have been weaving for 80 years. I am really helps me so much in many ways. Thank you all. Selling my rugs at the Rug Show has changed my life. It gives value to our weaving. Weavers who have been an important part of our lives through Adopt Native Elder Program.

Elvira Horseherder

I have been weaving since I was a child. I sell most of my weavings at the Adopt Native Elder Program. It has helped me so much when I have needed it. I prefer weaving Yei, Pictorial & my own designs in earth tone colors (brown, white, black). I also weavers.

My mother was a weaver. She wove rugs, saddle blankets and rug dresses (biil). She also made sash belts and tassels. I am a Master Weaver and I use many color combinations in the complicated Teec Nos Pos in the Navajo language. The Teec and Storm are intricate and exacting weaving styles. Teec Nos Pos in the Navajo language translates roughly as "Great Water." I started weaving for my family, but now I weave for myself and my family.

Ruth Benally

I brought in income for my family by weaving rugs. My favorite style to weave was the twill. I am in my 90s now. There is much I can't do that I used to in the early years. I miss all the planting and taking care of the land through my weaving. Now, I only sell my rugs through the Adopt Native Elder Program. Now, I only sell my rugs through the Adopt Native Elder Program.

I was born in 1947. I started weaving at the age of seven so I have been weaving for 80 years. I am really helps me so much in many ways. Thank you all. Selling my rugs at the Rug Show has changed my life. It gives value to our weaving. Weavers who have been an important part of our lives through Adopt Native Elder Program.